
IAG’s March Signature Auction, SaleNumber 89, again concluded with a
strong result, with almost $900,000 in
total sales and a more than 80% clearance
rate! The live floor bidding competed
strongly with over 2500 pre-sale online
bids and three active phone bidders. More
than 1,200 people logged in to view and
bid on the auction Online, another record
and a sign of the growing strength of
IAG’s Online bidding system. 
Top price of the auction went to a su-

perb consecutive pair of 20 Pounds 1913
Collins-Allen (R 64) in gEF/aUNC (both
from different vendors), which sold
for a combined total of $125,660 –
which are once again destined to be kept
apart, as they sadly went to two differ-
ent buyers! 
The first part of a large banknote collec-
tion which was formed over many years
by an avid collector realised over
$210,000 in total sales. The collection
includes Pre Federation, Pre Decimal,
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Consecutive Pair 20 Pounds 1913 realised $125,660. Sadly they went to two different buyers.

This 1 Pound Sydney Deposit Bank doubled its estimate when it sold for for $8,662.

Rare ASNCo Penny Token Realised $5,856.



Decimal, Starnotes and more. Some lots
brought as much as double the pre sale
estimates to strong postal and floor bid-
ding! One significant sale was a 10
Shillings 1933 (R 9) in UNC, a rare note

in this grade which achieved $15,860
against an estimate of $9,000. 
Other highlights from this fabulous
collection included numerous rare Pre
Federation banknotes, which were again

strongly contested, with as many as three
phone bidders on the go on the same
lots! Further highlights included a 1
Pound Sydney Deposit Bank in lovely
grade, selling for  $8,662 (against an es-
timate of $4,200) and a very rare 100 Pd
Bank of NSW issued note in VF ham-
mered for $11,712 (estimated at $8,500),
and an extremely rare 1 Pound NSW
Govt Treasury note sold for $11,590. Part
two of this collection will be coming up
soon!
Coins of note included a 1919 Proof
Penny PCGS PR 65BN selling for
$23,790, a rare ASNCo Penny Token
which achieved $5,856, a Fine 1930 Penny
sold for $19,520, whilst a choice 1918
Penny PCGS graded MS 64 RB sold for
a solid $4,392. A very rare Chinese silver
Dollar 1914 sold for ten times its esti-
mate, finally hammering down after more
than 40 postal and floor bids for $6,222!
Additional to this was a collection of
choice Proclamation gold and silver issues
from an old collection which realised
over $25,000 in total sales.
IAG’s next “Signature” live floor auc-
tion is Sale 90 in September with Live
Online only Auctions planned for May,
June and August 2019. All vendors who
consign to these upcoming auctions can
do so now. IAG’s Auctions offer all vendors
no sellers fees or commissions, poten-
tially getting them as much as 20%
more in hand! 
For past and current catalogues, prices
realised, to submit vendor lots or for more
information on this or upcoming sales,
prices realised and highlights, visit IAG’s
website: www.iagauctions.com or phone
(07) 55 380 300.

(Note: All prices quoted include the 
22% buyer’s premium).
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The 1919 Proof Penny PR 65BN sold for $23,790.

This NSW  One Pound Treasury Note Sold for $11,590.

A 100 Pound Bank of NSW Issued Sold for $11,712.
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